Award-Winning WatchGuard Dimension Changes Set
the Bar for Network Security Visibility
Sleeker interface, role-based controls, and new management features make it easier and more intuitive for
network IT pros to see threats and stop them instantly

WatchGuard® Technologies <http://www.watchguard.com/> , a leader in multi-function integrated security appliances, today announced a variety of
visibility and ease-of-use enhancements to its award-winning threat intelligence platform, WatchGuard Dimension®. This release also allows
customers to preview several brand new network control features designed to make it possible for IT administrators to translate network visibility into
immediate action.

“Over the years WatchGuard has brought a number of game-changing innovations to the marketplace, and Dimension continues that tradition of
innovation and bringing solutions to our customers that they can put to use immediately,” said Prakash Panjwani, president and CEO, WatchGuard.
“Visibility is security and by distilling oceans of data into the thimbleful of information that matters in real time, we’ve set the bar for how our customers
expect to see and stop threats in their networks.”

The company’s Dimension platform aggregates data from all WatchGuard appliances across a customer’s network and translates that data into
visually rich and actionable threat intelligence. This release builds on the platform’s award-winning visibility capabilities with increased performance,
detailed system health reports, and new, visually stunning cyberloafing dashboards.

Dimension is intended to not only help identify security risks but to also enable IT pros to rapidly mitigate those risks. Dimension Command, a
premium add-on to Dimension slated for release in late 2015, will unlock instant network control and security configuration capabilities within the
platform. With the current release, WatchGuard is offering a preview to a subset of those control features including one-click configuration changes,
the ability to ‘jump back’ to previous configurations, direct access to individual appliances through a web UI, and VPN management tools.

“WatchGuard has demonstrated an ongoing commitment to delivering easy-to-use solutions for empowering IT administrators to monitor and protect
their networks. The addition of control features to our Dimension platform will take that power to the next level. We are excited to allow customers to
preview some of that power with this release and look forward to constantly adding more features to this platform, which has received rave reviews
from analysts and customers alike,” Panjwani continued.

Dimension is offered standard with all WatchGuard Unified Threat Management <http://www.watchguard.com/wgrd-products/utm/overview> (UTM)
and Next Generation Firewall <http://www.watchguard.com/wgrd-products/ngfw/overview/> (NGFW) appliances, with the purchase of the company’s
support service*.

Below is a complete list of enhancements made available with the release of Dimension 2.0:

- Enhanced UI Throughout: With input from thousands of users worldwide, a new, brighter design with UI modifications makes it even easier, faster
and more intuitive to spot problems and make changes.

- Cyberloafing Dashboards: Bandwidth and time quotas now more robustly display how and where employees are spending their time.

- Role-Based Privileges: Not everyone should have access to everything. Dimension now makes it easier to choose pre-defined roles and groups, or
to create your own roles or groups – putting control of the right policies in the hands of the right teams.

- Hub and Spoke VPN: Setting up a secure connection to the branch office has never been easier. Customers can now establish and manage VPN
tunnels quickly and easily. **

- One-Click to Take Action: With Dimension Command, IT pros now have the ability to take immediate action to block IP addresses or domain names
that are threatening their networks. A single click and they’re blocked immediately.

-Direct Access to Individual Firewalls: Having immediate access to an individual firewall makes it quick and easy to take action and make policy
changes.**

- Configuration Histories: Policies are the brains of a firewall, and as soon as a user spots issues, they can quickly scan recent policies and/or revert
back to a previous configuration. **

- Health Reports: While it’s critical to see threats, it’s also critical to know that your network security systems are performing well and not at risk of
failure. Dimension Command lets you see your CPU, memory and physical interface usage at a glance and drill down as necessary to make
adjustments. **

About WatchGuard Dimension
WatchGuard Dimension <http://www.watchguard.com/wgrd-products/dimension> has been gaining rapid market adoption since it was first launched
in late 2013, and has continually won industry recognition <http://www.watchguard.com/wgrd-about/awards> from leading analyst firms and top tier
trade publications. Customers have used the network security visibility tool to monitor and gain critical and timely insights about network security
threats, bandwidth and Internet usage, as well as related traffic trends. What are you waiting for? Take Dimension for a test drive
<http://bit.ly/1Df75OL> today!

About WatchGuard Technologies, Inc.
WatchGuard® Technologies, Inc. is a global leader of integrated, multi-function business security solutions that intelligently combine industry standard
hardware, best-of-breed security features, and policy-based management tools. WatchGuard provides easy-to-use, but enterprise-powerful protection
to hundreds of thousands of businesses worldwide. WatchGuard is headquartered in Seattle, Wash. with offices throughout North America, Europe,
Asia Pacific, and Latin America. To learn more, visit WatchGuard.com

For additional information, promotions and updates, follow WatchGuard on Twitter @WatchGuardTech <https://twitter.com/watchguardtech> on
Facebook <https://www.facebook.com/watchguardtechnologies> , or on the LinkedIn Company
<http://www.linkedin.com/company/watchguard-technologies> page.

* New Dimension 2.0 features are only available for customers with an active support contract that are running Fireware® version 11.10.1 or later.

** These features are only available with a Dimension Command license. The Dimension Command preview is included with Dimension 2.0 at no cost
until the release of Dimension 2.1. The preview is free for 1 year following initial activation. Upon expiration of the preview, non-activated licenses will
expire in 30 days.
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